
qualitative assessment project, “Clinical Research Recruitment
Methods at OHSU”, was launched, which included a survey
(N=100) and optional interview (N=24), to determine recruitment
method utilization and experience, along with opinions on the needs
and culture of recruitment at OHSU. In 2022, as part of the same
protocol project, a second survey was deployed (N=31), to determine
changes in recruitment method use and to identify further recruit-
ment challenges. OCTRI Recruitment also obtains continual infor-
mal input on perceived recruitment challenges and opportunities
through engagement within the OHSU research team community.
RESULTS/ANTICIPATED RESULTS: 2018 survey and interviews
showed: many researchers relied on their clinic’s patient population
for recruitment (74%); were unaware of available tools to recruit
OHSU patients, especially informatics tools (5-22%); and were not
aware of and minimally use methods to recruit outside OHSU
(<40%). In response, OCTRI Recruitment developed and began
recruitment consultations, guidance materials, and educational
seminars. In 2022, survey results showed an increase in the use of
informatics-based recruitment tools (2-14%+) and increased use
of methods focused on individuals outside of OHSU (1-7%+).
Additionally, a review of studies post OCTRI Recruitment consulta-
tion over three years (N=51) showed that of those studies, 40%
increased enrollment numbers and 61% increased team’s confidence
level post consult. DISCUSSION/SIGNIFICANCE: This approach to
program creation allowed for a uniquely targeted development of
services in response to the voice of OHSU researchers and recruit-
ment challenges. Based on additional data, efforts have begun to
address the recruitment challenges of a study opportunity website,
participant compensation methods, and community-based
recruitment.
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Use of Probabilistic Linkage to Create a Novel Database
to Study the Care of Bronchiolitis in Pediatric Intensive
Care Units (PICU)
Brian F Flaherty1, McKenna Smith1,2, Rajendu Srivastava1,2,
Lawrence J Cook1 and Heather T Keenan1
1University of Utah School of Medicine and 2Intermountain Health
Health Care Delivery Institute

OBJECTIVES/GOALS: Bronchiolitis is a major cause of PICU
admission, yet identifying best practices is limited by the lack of
existing databases containing the needed demographic and clinical
variables. We used probabilistic linkage to join the Virtual
Pediatric System (VPS) and Pediatric Health Information Systems
(PHIS) databases to overcome this data barrier. METHODS/
STUDY POPULATION: We performed a single site study joining
VPS and PHIS data. These national databases contain clinical
(VPS) and billing and resource use (PHIS) data. Limits on the use
of patient identifiers (PI) for multi-center research, makes direct
linkage techniques impossible. To demonstrate that probabilistic
linkage can accurately link VPS and PHIS records, we obtained
our single site VPS and PHIS records and linked them using
probabilistic linkage without PI and compared this to a gold standard
linkage created with PI. We also compared demographic features of
linked and unlinked records to assess the ability of probabilistic link-
age to create a representative sample. RESULTS/ANTICIPATED
RESULTS: We obtained 920 VPS records of patients with bronchio-
litis and linked 91% (839/920) to a PHIS record with 4 (0.5%)

false-positive matches. Characteristics of linked and unlinked
records are compared in Table 1. Comparison of probabilistically
linked and unlinked records showed no difference in median
age in years (0.7 [Interquartile range (IQR) 0.3-1.5] v 0.7 [IQR
0.2-1.5], p = 0.76), median number of complex chronic conditions
(0 [IQR 0-1] v 0 [IQR 0-1], p = 0.16), median Pediatric Index of
Mortality 3 severity of illness scores (-4.6 [IQR -4.7 – 4.4] v -4.6
[IQR -4.7 – 4.4], p = 0.44), median days of PICU stay (4 [IQR 3-
6] v 4 [IQR 2-6], p = 0.36), proportion female ( 44% v 46%, p =
0.82), or proportion of patients intubated (28% v 24%, p = 0.41).
DISCUSSION/SIGNIFICANCE: Probabilistic linkage creates an
accurate combined VPS-PHIS database. Extending ourmethodology
to join data from all 38 hospitals contributing to VPS and PHIS will
allow creation of a large database containing the demographic, treat-
ment, and outcome data needed to enable Comparative Effectiveness
Research of bronchiolitis care.
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Trial-CARE: Centralized Support Services for
Investigator-Initiated Multi-Site Clinical Trials
Katie Keenoy, Suresh Vedantham and Emily Lake
Washington University in St. Louis

OBJECTIVES/GOALS: To describe the impact of Trial-CARE
(Coordination, Acceleration, and Recruitment Enhancement), a
centralized service core at Washington University (WU), aimed
at enhancing the capability of investigator-initiated multi-site clini-
cal trials at WU and partner CTSA institutions. METHODS/
STUDY POPULATION: Through review of our marketing
materials and service tracking system we defined the following
Trial-CARE offerings: Infrastructure: Trial-CARE is a centralized
service core at WU. Whereby, a team member is sourced to an
investigator-initiated multi-site clinical trial (II-MCT) to ensure
the achievement of study milestones across any phase of the clinical
trial life cycle. Team: Our team consists of research professionals
with expertise in II-MCT project management, data management,
and administrative/regulatory management. Services: * One free
60-minute case consultation * Tiers of Service * Academic
Research Organization (ARO) support * Clinical Coordinating
Center *Data Coordinating Center * II-MCT project management
support * Time-limited targeted support RESULTS/
ANTICIPATED RESULTS: Trial-CARE has completed 94 consul-
tations in support of WU and partner CTSA institutions enabling
the streamlining of study start-up; guidance for study recruitment,
implementation, and operations; and offering resources to foster
career development. Consultations can be completed at any phase
in the clinical trial lifecycle, with Trial-CARE completing: * 12% in
the idea phase * 45% in the grant development and submission
stage * 28% after funding has been awarded Top reasons
researchers connect with Trial-CARE about II-MCTs: * regulatory
guidance (40%) * general information about Trial-CARE
Services and II-MCTs (35%) * protocol development (21%) * data
management (20%) * study budgeting (20%) DISCUSSION/
SIGNIFICANCE: In response to a WU wide survey, Trial-CARE
plans to generate informational webinars and is creating a clinical
trial tracking dashboard, to pro-actively offer support services to
researchers prior to grant funding. The goal is also to increase
the percentage of consultations completed in the idea phase and
the grant development and submission stage.
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